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March 29, 2005 

Dear Family, 
Here’s what’s going on in beautiful Glen Allen, Virginia! 
Our home of 16 years was “treated” to a complete exterior 

makeover at the end of last year.  First, several trees were cut down 
and others were trimmed to let more light onto the lawn and into the 
house.  Then, the leaking roof was replaced and new glass skylights 
took the place of the old, fogged Plexiglas “bubble” ones.  Next came 
the vinyl siding, and finally, new vinyl windows.  Now I’ll have to work 
ten more years to pay for all this stuff! 

Danie & I went on vacation the week that ended with the Family 
Reunion in August.  We traveled to Niagara Falls (Danie had never 
been and I last visited thirty-some years ago), and the Finger Lakes 
area (so many wineries, so little time!).  We enjoyed seeing all who 
attended the reunion. 

Claudine is currently living at home and working at a bridal fashion 
store nearby.  She has been doing well and seems to enjoy the work 
most of the time.  She took all the necessary training to become a “Registered Bridal Consultant” (hey . . . it’s worth $0.50 
per hour!).  Several weeks ago, she had her 5 seconds of fame when a local TV station did a report on a new line of risqué 
prom dresses that her store is selling.  She was in a few video clips and had a 3-sentence soundbite in which she suggested 
that some of these dresses were not practical if the wearer planned to dance. 

Both Claudine and Danie were models for bridal fashion shows in January and February.  Danie modeled mother-of-the-
bride fashions, while Claudine wore wedding and brides maid gowns.  Seeing Claudine walk down the runway in a wedding gown 
brought tears to Danie’s eyes . . . but we don’t expect Claudine to don one for real any time soon. 

In December, Claudine was called back by the Northern Stage Theatre in NH to help bail them out of a tough situation.  
One play that was being performed and another that was being set up were both costume intensive and they couldn’t find 
reliable stitchers nearby.  So Claudine took a week off from the bridal shop (during a very slow time) to come to the rescue. 

Claudine got very tired of driving my ‘85 VW Jetta (OK . . . it is kinda ratty) and acquired a purple (actually called dark 
plum) PT Cruiser, that could only be described as a “match made in heaven”.  While trying to narrow down her choices for 
entry-level sedans at CarMax, she spied this Cruiser and fell in love.  The price was inexplicably much lower than the “Blue 
Book” (maybe because it is purple), so “Roxie” came home with us.  Now, I’ve started driving the Jetta for my 2-mile 



commute to work again (don’t you feel sorry for me?), simply because 
that trip is very bad for any car’s health, so I’d rather preserve the 
newer cars. (Of course, it would be much better for my health to 
simply walk to work!) 

Claudine joined our K of C Bowling League team this year.  Only 
one member is now a non-May.  Our team is doing OK, with a “middle-
of-the-pack” performance, but we’re considered among the most fun 
teams to bowl against as everyone loves to watch Claudine’s dramatics 
when she rolls the ball.  Chris didn’t want to commit to the weekly 
schedule, but signed up as, and has become, a favored substitute; 
because, like Claudine, he’s fun to be around. 

Chris’ world has been stable since he started working as a Graphic 
Designer in the Corporate Communications section of Estes Express 
last year.  At work, his boss and internal clients are very happy with 

his work and have therefore given him free reign to develop brochures, web sites, and the company newsletter.  Most of his 
work is accepted with little revision.  This is quite a change from the place where he worked before, where everything he did 
was criticized and revised.  The effect of the change in the work climate has made a profound change in Chris’ self-
confidence and outlook on life. 

Danie continues to focus on her quilting, quilt guilds, quilting retreats, etc.  I’ll just never understand the concept of 
taking perfectly good fabric, slicing it into little pieces and sewing them back together again. 

Work at Dominion can only be described as getting more interesting.  The acquisition of the Kewaunee plant in Wisconsin 
was delayed by the denial of the transfer by the Wisconsin Public Service Commission.  The PSC was the last regulatory 
body that needed to approve the transfer and it is believed that the commissioners needed to “flex their muscles” to show 
that they were not in the pockets of the utility companies.  With that done, we made some additional concessions, petitioned 
for a new hearing and on March 17th were approved to take over the plant.  Now comes the question of how we are actually 
going to provide “fleet” support for Kewaunee (and Millstone in CT) operations from Richmond, when we don’t have enough 
people to support our existing plants in Virginia.  Oh, wait . . . the accountants say we DO have enough people . . . silly me . . . 
problem solved! 
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